Abstract. Many problems in areas such as Natural Language Processing, Information Retrieval, or Bioinformatic involve the generic task of sequence labeling. In many cases, the aim is to assign a label to each element in a sequence. Until now, this problem has mainly been addressed with Markov models and Dynamic Programming. We propose a new approach where the sequence labeling task is seen as a sequential decision process. This method is shown to be very fast with good gene ralization accuracy. Instead of searching for a globally optimal label sequence, we learn to construct this optimal sequence directly in a greedy fashion. First, we show that sequence labeling can be modelled using Markov Decision Processes, so that several Reinfo rcement Learning (RL) algorithms can be used for this task. Second, we introduce a new RL algorithm which is based on the ranking of local labeling decisions. Finally, we introduce an original method for sequence labeling, where labels are decided in an order-free manner.
Introduction
Sequence labeling is the generic task of assigning labels to the elements of a sequence. This task corresponds to a wide range of real world problems. For example, in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), part of speech tagging consists in labeling the words of a sentence as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc. Other examples in NLP include: chunking sentences, identifying sub-structures, extracting named entities, etc. Information extraction systems can also be based on sequence labeling models. For example, one could identify relevant and irrelevant words in a text for a query need. Sequence labeling also arises in a variety of other fields (character recognition, user modeling, bioinformatic, ...). See [1] for a more exhaustive overview of sequence labeling models and applications.
We consider here supervised sequence labeling where a user provides a training set of labeled sequences and wants to learn a model able to label new unseen sequences. Training examples consist of pairs (X, Y ), where X ∈ X is an input sequence of elements (x 1 , . . . x T ) and Y ∈ Y is the corresponding sequence of labels (y 1 , . . . y T ), where each y t is the label that corresponds to element x t where y t belongs to the label dictionary denoted L.
The sequence labeling problem has mainly been addressed with models that are based on firstorder Markov dependencies assumptions upon the label sequence. For example, the basic Hidden Markov Models model considers that a label y t only depends on the previous label y t−1 and the corresponding input element x t . This assumption allows us to use Dynamic Programming algorithms -typically the Viterbi algorithm [2] -for computing the best sequence of labels knowing an input sequence.
We would like to point out two important limitations of this approach. At first, such models exclude the use of long-term output dependencies and particularly the use of features defined globally on the whole label sequence. NLP offers many examples of such long-term dependencies (e.g. is there yet any verb in the sentence?) that can't be handled by classical Markovian models such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) or Conditional Random Fields (CRF). Considering higher-order Markov models usually leads to estimation problems and to high complexity that usually makes inference intractable.
A second important issue is that some sequence labeling tasks consider that labels are structured data, e.g a label is a set of features, or even relations to other elements. For example, for the dependency parsing task, the aim is to identify relations between words. Due to the complexity of the output space, the use of Viterbi based inference may be difficult and time-consuming. These two points motivate a need to develop fast inference methods for sequence labeling.
In Markovian approaches, sequence labeling proceeds in two steps. First a model of the joint (HMM) or posterior (CRF) probabilities is learned. For a new input sequence, the best label sequence is computed via dynamic programming. Recently, a promising new approach has been proposed and has been instantiated in two systems named LaSO [3] and Searn [4] (see part 5 for more details). This approach does not try to model joint or posterior probabilities of sequences, but rather attempts at directly modeling the process of inferring the ideal label sequence. The inference algorithms used in these models are greedy: they proceed step by step, choosing sequentially at each time step t a label y t in the set of possible output labels. Learning then consists in optimizing this constructive inference procedure. The main advantages of this approach are its simplicity, its scalability and its ability to include non-Markovian features such as non local dependencies between the labels.
Using the same type of ideas, we have developed a new method that builds the label sequence sequentially from any input sequence. It is based on Reinforcement Learning (RL) models and allows us to obtain nice performances with a very low complexity. The contributions of this paper are then threefold:
-First, we formalize the sequence labeling task as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and then we cast the problem of learning to label sequences as a Reinforcement Learning problem. This idea will allow the use of different RL methods for sequence labeling and is new up to our knowledge. In the paper, we will use a specific RL method, namely SARSA, to evaluate this idea. This straightforward application of the MDP/ RL framework to sequence labeling incrementally builds the desired label sequence in a sequential order starting from the first element of the sequence. We also propose an alternative method where labels can be predicted in any order. The idea is that labels with stronger confidence should be decided first so that an enriched contextual information could help to reduce the ambiguities when deciding for labels with smaller confidence. Since the method can take into account non local contexts, the more decisions there are, the more informative the context is for future decisions. This appears as an interesting property of the method compared to chain based models. -Second, we propose a new RL algorithm based on a ranking method. Current RL algorithms use classification or regression frameworks for estimating the next "optimal" action. However all that is needed here is an ordering of these potential actions which will allow us to choose the best one. This is closer to a ranking problem than it is to regression or classification. The new algorithm relies on the idea of learning to rank possible labeling actions at each step of the inference process. This approach will be shown to have performances comparable to state-of-the-art sequence labeling models while keeping a much lower complexity. -Third, we introduce a unified framework which allows us to compare and to analyze the characteristics of methods like LaSO, SEARN, the SARSA RL algorithm introduced here and our new ranking algorithm. This will help to understand the quality and defaults of each method.
The paper is organized as follows: general background on MDPs and RL algorithms is provided in section 2, section 3 presents our MDP-based models for label sequence building. Section 4 describes our new ranking based approach for learning in these MDP-models. Section 5 describes related work in sequence labeling. The efficiency of the proposed RL approach to sequence labeling and of our new ranking RL algorithm is demonstrated on three standard datasets in section 6. Last, in section 7, we compare the different methods discussed in the paper at the light of our proposed unified framework.
Background
Markov Decision Processes [5] provide a mathematical framework for modeling sequential decisionmaking problems. They are used in a variety of areas, including robotics, automated control, economics and manufacturing. A MDP is defined by a set of states S, a set of actions A, a transition function δ and a scalar reward function in ℜ. It describes an environment in which agents can evolve. At any time t, an agent is in a given state s t ∈ S. In each state s, it can choose between several actions A s ⊆ A. Once the agent has chosen one of those actions a t , the transition function computes a new state s t+1 and the agent receives the immediate reward r t ∈ ℜ. The Markovian property of an MDP states that transition (1) and reward (2) probabilities are fully determined by the current state and current action:
An agent relies on a policy π which is a function that maps states to action probabilities. Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms attempt to find the policy that maximizes the expectation of cumulative reward which corresponds to the total amount of reward the agent receives in the long run. Such a policy is called an optimal policy. Many RL algorithms consider a value function of each state-action pair -also known as the Q-function -given a policy. Informally, this Q-function corresponds to how good it is to select a given action in a given state. In this paper, we use state-action values which are defined formally as being the expectation of discounted future rewards when following a given policy π:
where γ is a parameter in [0, 1] called the discount rate. Low discount values mean that the action value essentially focuses on near future whereas large values give more importance to later rewards. Given a Q-function, we can define a new greedy policy which chooses, in a given state s, the action a with highest value Q(s, a). We refer the interested reader to [6] for more details.
Computing the Q-function for each possible state and each possible action is intractable when the state space is too large. One solution is to use function approximations [7] [8] like for example a linear function:
where < ., . > is the classical dot product, θ is a vector of parameters and φ is feature function φ : S × A → ℜ n that transforms state-action pairs into vectors (see part 6.2).Q θ : ℜ n → ℜ is called the action value prediction function. Note that this function may also use non-linear models. Take action a, observe reward r and new state s
end while 11: until convergence of θ 12: return θ
In this paper we have used the approximated-SARSA(0) [6] briefly presented in algorithm 1. The SampleAction function is usualy the ǫ-greedy sampling which consists in selecting a random action with a low probability ǫ and selecting the greedy action in other cases. This defines a sampling of the state-action space which mainly focuses on part of the space that are considered as interesting, while sometimes exploring elsewhere. Learning in SARSA occurs at line 8: the symbol ⇐ specifies an update on the prediction function based on the information provided by a new learning example.
MDPs for Sequence Labeling
In this section, we develop models of incremental sequence labeling using the MDP formalism. We consider that the sequence labeling task is solved by an agent that, knowing the input sequence X, incrementally builds the corresponding output label sequence Y . The MDP defines the environment of this agent. We first propose, in part 3.1, a model where the agent labels the sequence starting from the first element and then sequentially chooses the label of the next element. In part 3.2, we propose an original approach to sequence labeling, where the agent will label the elements of the input sequence in an order-free manner.
Left to Right Labeling
We first develop the idea of predicting labels from left to right. The aim here is to give an idea of how sequence labeling can be modeled using MDPs.
In Left to Right labeling, initial states correspond to unlabeled element sequences. At each step t ∈ [1, T ] of the process, where T is the length of the input sequence to label, the agent selects a label y t corresponding to element x t . The process finishes at time T when the whole label sequence has been built. In order to express this with an MDP, we have to define the state space S, the set of actions A, the transition function δ and the rewards r(s, a).
State space: Since labels can depend on the whole input sequence X and on other labels, our states include both the current X and the current partially labeled sequenceŶ . Partially labeled sequences are composed of labels in L ∪ {⊥} where ⊥ means that the corresponding element has not been labeled yet. The initial state for each input sequence X is s ⊥ = (X, (⊥, . . . , ⊥)).
Action space and transitions: At time t, in state s t , we want our agent to select a label for y t . The possible actions A st are simply the possible labels for y t given by L. When such an action is performed, the transition function of the MDP returns the new state of the agent. In our case, the transition consists in adding the selected label y t to the already built sequenceŶ .
Rewards: Sequence labeling is often evaluated using the Hamming loss which counts the number of wrong labels. Since each action corresponds to a single label prediction, we can directly decompose the Hamming Loss over individual actions. Each time the agent fails to predict the correct label it receives a penalty of 1. Since reward should be maximized, a penalty of 1 corresponds to a reward of −1. With this reward, maximizing the expectation of total rewards is equivalent to minimizing the expectation of Hamming loss. Sequence labeling can be evaluated with other loss functions, which eventually are not additively decomposable (e.g. F1-scores). In order to enable learning with any loss, the generic solution is to give the whole reward (the opposite of the loss) at the end of the episode. This corresponds to a more traditional RL configuration where the whole sequence of actions leads to a single reward. The Left to Right (LR) sequence labeling MDP is illustrated in figure 1 (a) . Since inference is greedy, its complexity is the number of steps times the complexity of one step. One step requires to evaluate all actions available in A s . The complexity of inference in the LR labeling is thus O(T |L|) where |L| is the number of possible labels. This complexity is lower than the usual Viterbi complexity O(T |L| 2 ). The idea of labeling sequences greedily from left to right has already been developed in the past. Until now, the main difference between Dynamic Programming based approaches and such greedy approaches, is that the latter suffers from local ambiguities whereas the former is able to find a globally good compromise. The interest of our MDP approach is that we can change the state and action space in order to reduce the influence of such local ambiguities.
Order Free Labeling
Instead of labeling from left to right (or from right to left), we consider here a model that is able to label in any order. The underyling idea is that it may be easier to first label elements with a high confidence and then to label elements with lower confidence given the labels already chosen. For example, in a handwritten recognition task, some letters may be very noisy whereas others are clear and easy to recognize. If the agent begins to recognize the letters with a high confidence, it then will be able to use these labels, as additional context, to decide how to label the remaining letters. In order to enable order free labeling, an action will consist of both the position p and the label of an element. The action set A s of this new MDP is the cartesian product between L and the set of unlabeled element positions in s. The Order Free (OF) sequence labeling MDP is illustrated in figure 1 (b) .
Order Free sequence labeling is an original and attracting solution, but it comes with a cost: the number of possible actions per step is much higher than in LR labeling. The inference complexity of OF labeling is O(T 2 |L|). This should be contrasted with the fact that, when the description function φ only takes into account local dependencies (as with Markov models), a majority of actions remains unchanged when performing one step and their scores do not need to be re-computed. An efficient implementation could rely on this idea in order to reduce the inference complexity of OF.
Ranking Approach
In this section, we introduce a new ranking based method for learning the optimal policy in a MDP. This method will be shown to outperform SARSA on the sequence labeling tasks in section 6. Many RL approximate algorithms rely on the idea of modeling the action value function Q(s, a). During inference -the greedy execution of a policy -this value function is used to sort actions and to pick the best one at each step. Since inference only uses an order information in Q, we propose here to directly learn to rank actions instead of learning to approximate the value function. This is done by learning an action utility function which defines an order over the set of possible actions.
Algorithm 2 Ranking Based Algorithm
s ← sample an initial state 4:
while not isStateFinal(s) do ⊲ For all states 5:
for each action a ∈ As do 6:
end if 10:
end for 11:
a ← SampleAction(s, θ) ⊲ Sampling step 12:
Take action a and observe new state s In general RL problems, estimating preferences between actions is possible within the ActorCritic framework This framework separates the decision maker (the actor, assimilated to the utility function in our case), and the supervisor (the critic) which can, for example, perform action value estimation.
1 In the case of the Left to Right and Order Free problems, the immediate reward acts directly as a critic.
The proposed algorithm (algorithm 2) samples the state-action space in the same way as SARSA does (e.g. with ǫ-greedy sampling). For learning, the algorithm makes the assumption that it has access to an oracle that, for any action a, can construct -if it exists-a better action a * . This better action is provided through the improvement function ImproveAction(a) (line 6). In models such as LR and OF with Hamming loss, the improvement function is easy to construct: it simply gives the action that provides the best label. In more general situations, the improvement function can be implemented on the basis of simulation using rollout algorithms. We refer the interested reader to [6] and [9] for more information.
For each visited state, the algorithm considers all available actions. For each of those actions a, it computes the action a * =ImproveAction(a) and builds a ranking pair (a, a * ). This pair is then used to update the ranking model (line 9 where the ≪ symbol means that utilityQ θ (φ(s, a)) should be lower than utilityQ θ (φ(s, a * ))). Intuitively, the update changes the parameters of the ranking model in a way that the action a * should be preferred over action a in state s. Note that any ranking algorithm can be used with this algorithm. In our experiments, we used a linear utilty function, updated with the online τ -perceptron rule, which is a method close to the standard perceptron update rule that offers better empirical results [10] .
Related Work
In this part we present state-of-the-art models for sequence labeling. Some of these models will be used as baselines in the experiments part.
One naive solution to the sequence labeling problem consists in ignoring the sequence structure by treating each element independently. This solution transforms the problem into a supervised classification problem (where each label is a different class) for which any standard classifier can be used. From a practical point of view, this classifier based approach presents two major advantages: its simplicity (any of the state-of-the-art classifiers, available online, will do the job), and its scalability: very large datasets can for example be easily processed with online classifiers.
Nevertheless, ignoring the structure by treating each label independently is not a very convincing solution. Hidden Markov Models [11] (HMM) is a generative method that allows us to compute the joint probability of elements and labels P (X, Y |θ). HMM have been explored extensively both in theoretical and practical aspects, see [12] for a complete review. More recently, [13] proposed to directly model the conditional probability of labels knowing the elements of the input sequence. They model the probability of a label knowing the corresponding element and the previous label using the Maximum Entropy principle [14] . These models suffer from the label-bias problem: in some cases one would like some label transitions to have a higher weight than other transitions. Conditional Random Fields [15] [16] (CRFs) have been developed to solve this problem and model the conditional probability of the label sequence knowing the elements P (Y |X, θ) normalized at the sequence level. CRFs models are usually learnt by maximizing the conditional likelihood of training data. Some works suggest to use discriminant training for solving the sequence labeling task. An example is the Hidden Markov Support Vector Machine [17] which has been generalized to different structured learning task throught the SVM struct model [18] . The underlying idea is to learn a discriminant function F : X × Y → ℜ that measures the compatibility of a particular (input,output) pair. This function is usually chosen to be linear with respect to a combined feature description φ(X, Y ). An other family of methods based on the idea of learning the label sequence building process has started to be explored recently in the structured learning community. The Learning as Search Optimization [3] (LaSO) model learns a scoring function associated to building states. This function is then used to prioritize states using a beam-search procedure. Choosing a beam size of 1 leads to greedy learning and inference methods, which are close to ours.
More recently, the same authors have proposed the Searn -Search-Learn -algorithm [4] which reduces the building process to a standard classification task. Searn starts with a good initial policy defined over training examples. The algorithms slowly transforms this initial policy into a fully learned policy able to generalize to new examples. Each Searn iteration follows the current policy in order to create a classification example per visited state. These examples are then used to learn a standard classifier. A new policy, which is a linear mixture of the current one and of the new classifier, is then defined for the next iteration. At the end of learning, the initial policy -which only works on training examples -has no more influence on the learned policy. Searn is shown to perform better than LaSO and also gives better theoretical bounds.
In section 7, thanks to the explicit connection with MDPs, we interpret LaSO and Searn in a pure RL context and give a comparison of these models with standard RL algorithms and with our proposed ranking-based model.
Experiments

Baseline Models
We have used three baseline methods in order to compare our models: CRFs, SVM struct and Searn. For CRFs, we used the FlexCRFs [19] implementation -which is freely available online -with default parameters. We compared with discriminant training of the SVM struct approach, thanks to the implementation given by the authors: SVM hmm2 . For each dataset, we tried three values of the C parameter: 0.01, 1, and 100, and kept only the best results. Our last baseline is a "very simply and stripped down implementation of Searn"
3 . This implementation is limited to sequence labeling with Hamming loss and works with an averaged perceptron as base learner. The implementation does not give access to many parameters, so very few tuning was performed.
Feature Descriptions
All the models we compare rely on a feature function that allows us to jointly describe an (X, Y ) pair. Our approach can use any non-Markovian features but, in order to compare the different methods, we decided to use the same feature information in all experiments. Furthermore, all the models that we compare rely on a similar linear function of features.
Each feature of φ corresponds to the frequency of a particular event. For example, a particular feature could count how many times the word yellow is labeled as adjective. Such representation quickly leads to very large feature space, e.g about 300,000 features for the NER-large dataset. This size has to be moderated with the sparseness property of such vectors: in a particular description, only a few features will have non-zero values.
Instead of specifying manually each such feature, we define feature generators, e.g. all features that count co-occurences of a particular word with a particular label (e.g. 10 5 words and 10 labels = 10 6 possible features, for only one feature generator). In the sequence labeling context, the description function defines two kind of features. The first ones count the co-occurences of a particular input event with a corresponding label, e.g. the current word is written in upper case and is labeled as title. The second kind of features are label transitions. These features count the number of occurrences of a particular label bigram, e.g. how many times do we have a verb immediatly after an adverb. Due to a lack of space, we do not detail here the features that have been used. These features correspond to the structural features presented in [4] .
φ(X, Y ) is an appropriate feature representation for CRFs, SVM struct and Searn, which all requires a joint description of X and Y . Furthermore, CRFs and SVM struct are applicable, because φ(X, Y ) is additively decomposable over label pairs (y t−1 , y t ) (this property is required in order to perform Viterbi inference). In terms of our MDPs, φ(X, Y ) is a state description. SARSA and our ranking approach rely on state-action descriptions. An easy way to derive such description given a state description, is to use the difference in descriptions that would result from executing the action:
In order to compare on the basis of equivalent features, we employed this φ ′ (s, a). Each time we add a label, some events appear, some disappear and all others do not change. This leads us to vector of values in {−1, 0, 1} which, in practice, are more sparse (and faster to compute) than state description.
DataSets
We performed our experiments on three standard sequence labeling datasets :
Spanish Named Entity Recognition (NER): This dataset is composed of sentences in spanish where the aim is to find names of persons, places and organizations (9 labels). This dataset was introduced in the CoNLL 2002 shared task 4 where the aim was to develop language-independant NER taggers. We used two train/test splits: NER-large is the original split, composed of 8,324 training sentences and 1,517 test sentences. In order to compare our model with baseline methods that cannot handle such a large dataset, we also used the NER-small split, with a random selection of 300 training sentences, the 9541 remaining sentences forming the test set. This corresponds to the experiments performed in [4] and [18] . Input features include word descriptions, suffixes and prefixes.
Chunk: This dataset comes from the CoNLL-2000 shared task 5 . The aim is to divide sentences into non-overlapping phrases. In this task, each chunk consists of a noun phrase. This task can be seen as a sequence labeling task thanks to the "BIO encoding": each word can be the Beginning of a new chunk, Inside a chunk or Outside chunks. This standard dataset put forward by [20] consists of sections 15-18 of the Wall Street Journal corpus as training material and section 20 of that corpus as test material. Input features are similar to the previous ones and we consider one additionnal feature per surrounding word that corresponds to the part of speech of the word.
Handwriting Recognition: This corpus was created for handwritting recognition and was introduced by [21] . It includes 6,600 sequences of handwritten characters that correspond to 6,600 words collected from 150 subjects. Each word is composed of letters, which are 8 × 16 pixels images, rasterized into a binary representation. As in [4] , we used two variants of the set: HandWritten-small is a random split of 10% words for training and 90% for testing. HandWrittenlarge is composed of 90% training words and 10% testing words. Letters are described using one feature per pixel.
Results
The results of our experiments are given in figure 2 . We compared the LR and OF approaches using both a SARSA learning algorithm and our new ranking algorithm. We also give results of the three baselines described in part 6.1. We use ǫ-greedy sampling where the ǫ decreases exponentially with the number of iterations. The discount rate in SARSA was tuned manually. Learning rate in both SARSA and our Ranking algorithm decreases linearly. The first two columns demonstrate the use of a standard RL algorithm applied to LR and OF labeling. The next two columns give the scores of our ranking approach. We present the results of three baselines CRF, SVM struct and Simple Searn. On top, we give the label prediction accuracy on the testing set. On bottom, we give approximate learning times on standard desktop computers. We did not manage to fulfill learning of SVM struct on big datasets because it required too much computer memory.
The ranking approach always perform better than its SARSA counterpart. The idea of ranking actions directly, instead of learning to approximate the value function, leads in our experiments to better generalization. This is especially true with small training sets: Ranking-LR has an accuracy 93.67% instead of 91.90% for SARSA on NER-small, and 74.01% instead of 68.41% on HandWritten-small. This difference seems to become smaller with larger datasets: + 0.6% for NER-lage, + 3,5% for HandWritten-large and + 0.1% for Chunk.
It is not clear whether the OF model helps for better predictions on these datasets. It has been previously shown that first-order dependencies on labels in the NER task do not help much. This could explain why OF and LR are not significantly different on these tasks. In HandWritten and Chunk, OF seams to help a little bit, at the price of a much larger learning time.
One of the main advantages of our LR models are their little training times compared to the baselines. On the biggest dataset, we learn in thirty minutes whereas the fastest baseline needs 6 hours. The training time of Searn should nevertheless be taken with care: simple searn is implemented in Perl, whereas all other methods are in C or C++. It would not be surprising that an efficient implementation of Searn would lead to training time much closer to ours. SARSA and Ranking require the same order of training time, but do not spend it the same way. One iteration in SARSA is much faster than in Ranking, but SARSA needs much more iterations than the latter.
Discussion
We propose here to compare LaSO, Searn, SARSA and the ranking algorithm and to analyze the respective advantages of the different methods. All these methods learn how to build sequentially an output label sequence at a low inference complexity. All have been cast in a MDP framework for allowing this comparison. This is rather straightforward and is not detailed here. We base our comparison on four key points: The sampling strategy that determines which actions of the MDPs are chosen during the learning, the base learning problem that describes the type of approximation function used, the feature computation method that explains how the feature vectors are computed and the main learning assumption each method is based on. Note that the comparison concerns the use of these methods on general structured prediction tasks and are not specific to sequence labeling. Let us now analyze each method with regard to the previously defined criterion ( figure 3 ): Sampling strategy. The sampling strategy is the strategy for choosing the actions that will be considered during the training phase. It defines which states of the MDP will be used for learning. Three types of strategies are used by the different methods. The Optimal strategy corresponds to an algorithm that only explores the states that lead to the correct sequence of labels, i.e. the optimal sequence of target labels. The Optimal → Predicted strategy corresponds to a strategy where the agent starts by using the previous strategy (or a near optimal strategy) and then follows his current policy to explore the states of MDP. At last a Predicted + noise strategy corresponds to a strategy where the agent mainly follows his current policy but may ignore the prediction and explore other states in the MDP. The Optimal sampling strategy used by LaSO learns only perfect trajectories: it will not be able to recover from a prediction error, since its only knowledge is the target state space. Searn follows a Optimal → Predicted strategy, which allows it to learn from errors. If the system makes an error it will then have been trained to predict the best possible sequence of labels given this error. This has proved to be much more robust than the optimal strategy. RL-style sampling (Predicted + noise) which has an additional exploration parameter may help to discover which states are the most important for building the correct output. Furthermore, we believe that especially in the context of few learning examples, a bit of noise leads to more robust learning.
Base Learning Problem. All the methods attempt to learn a decision function for choosing the best action at each state. Regression corresponds to the case where the method tries to predict the value of the Q-function (see part 2). Classification corresponds to learning a multiclass classifier where each class corresponds to a possible action. A possible drawback of this is that classifiers are often restricted to single label prediction as in LR labeling. At last Ranking which is the new method proposed here consists in learning the order of states or actions instead of their values. The three methods can be used to deal with a large variety of actions for many different structured output tasks but the Classification method used by Searn is more difficult to use with complex actions like in OF where one must define a specific multiclass classifier able to handle this set of actions. The Ranking method easily handle both LR and OF. It can be used with a large variety of structured problems even if actions are complex and contrary to the Regression strategy which more prior knowledge concerning the shape of the value function.
Feature computation The learning problems discussed above rely on vectorial descriptions of the exploration space. LaSO and Searn both use State feature vectors that are computed only on the states of the MDP. SARSA and the ranking approach use feature vectors computed on State-Action pairs. The second strategy (State-Action) is more general than the first one -in a deterministic MDP, a State-Action feature vector can always be derived from a State-Action vector. In the RL community, describing and learning at the Action-level has been shown to have numerous advantages, as discussed in [6] , particularly, they are very fast to compute.
Main Assumption. LaSO considers that, given an input example X, the optimal trajectory leading to Y is known a priori which is a very restrictive assumption. This assumption is necessary for performing Optimal sampling. The three other algorithms consider that the user must provide an initial policy -which can be any random policy -that will be used to start the learning. The authors of the Searn algorithm usually initialize their algorithm with the optimal policy or a near-optimal policy while the SARSA algorithm is intialized with a random policy. Note that our ranking algorithm may be used either with an optimal policy or a random policy.
In this part we have discussed the different strategies used by LaSO, searn, SARSA and our ranking algorithm. We have shown that LaSO makes a strong underlying assumption (Optimal trajectory) which restricts its applications. This is not the case for Ranking, Searn and SARSA. We believe that the ranking algorithm has some advantages in comparison to Searn and Sarsa: first, it uses a ranking function (and not a multiclass classifier) that does not need to be adapted to the specific task, particularly when the actions are complex. Second, it is based on a stateaction feature function which is very fast to compute. Last it performs as well as Searn in our experiments on sequence labeling.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new sequence labeling method based on the RL formalism (MDP and SARSA). The key idea proposed here is to model the label sequence building process using a Markov Decision Process. This led us to an original sequence labeling method in which labels can be chosen in any order. We then introduced a Ranking based algorithm in order to efficently learn how to label a new sequence. Our approach is shown to be competitive with stateof-the-art sequence labeling methods while being simpler and much faster. Finally, using the MDP formalism, we introduced a unified view of RL algorithms and other approaches (Searn, LaSO, SARSA) and showed that the ranking algorithm does not suffer of the restrictive assumptions usually made.
We believe that our work is also of general interest for the RL community since it develops an original application of RL algorithms. In order to solve sequence labeling, we construct very large MDPs, where states and actions are formed of structured data. We use a high dimensional feature description of states and actions and present a large scale application of RL which is shown to be competitive with domain specific methods. Furthermore, our application is a successful example of the generalization capability of RL methods.
